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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Asymptotically balanced functions are introduced in a paper by de Iiaan 
and Resnick [7] concerning stochastic compactness of sample extremes. In 
a more recent paper (see [S] ) a theorem concerning the asymptotic 
behaviour of the Laplace transform is proved for this class of functions. 
The above-mentioned papers concern non-decreasing asymptotically balan- 
ced functions. Our next definition coincides with the one given in [7, 81 in 
case the function f is non-decreasing. 
DEFINITION 1. Suppose f: [w + + 53 is measurable. Then f is usymptoti- 
tally balanced if there exists a function a: R+ + lR+ such that 
G fW-fW< co forallx>l, 
r-co a(t) 
lim f(lX)-f(f), --oo for all x > 0 
c-00 a(t) 
and there exists x0 > 1 such that 
lim f(~xkfw>O for all x 2 x0. 
r-m a(t) 
Notation: f E AB or f E A&u). 
Moreover we say f~ Al?’ if f ( l/t) E AB. 
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EXAMPLES. 
f(r) = (log t)” + O(log t)” - I (t + co), a > 0 is in AB((log t)*- ‘). 
.f(t)=c--t %, c~(W,tx>OisinAB(t~“). 
,f( t) x t”(log t)P (t -+ cc ), CI > 0, b e R is in AB(t”(log t)B). 
(The notation f(t) =: g(f) means: there exist 0~ c,, c2, t, < cc such that 
c, <j(t)/g(t) < c2 for all t > to.) 
For properties of asymptotically balanced functions the reader is referred 
to Geluk and de Haan [4]. In this paper we study the asymptotic 
behaviour of the complementary function in the sense of Young for AB 
functions. This function (and the inverse complementary function) is 
defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 2. (i) Supposef: R+ -+ Iw is bounded on finite intervals of 
lQ+, f(a)= 00, andf(t)=o(t) (t + co). Then the transform f*, the com- 
plementary function, is for s > 0 defined by 
f*(s) = ;y:if(t) - 4. (4) 
The class of functions f satisfying the above properties is denoted by D. 
(ii) Suppose fi [w + + R! is bounded in every interval (a, co) for a > 0 
and f(0 + ) = rx). Then the inverse complementary function f, is defined by 
f*(u) = ,‘,“f,{f(t) + 49 u > 0. (5) 
Note that in case f(t) = jb s(x) dx < cc for t > 0 with s: lR+ -+ [WC con- 
tinuous and strictly decreasing, we have 
f*(u) = f(s’(u)) - u.?(u) = j-= s-(x) dx, (6) 
where s+ is the inverse function of s. 
Remark that in general the function f and its non-decreasing concave 
upper hull have the same transform f *. 
The asymptotic behaviour as s + 0+ of the complementary function 
f*(s) for some classes of functions is treated in several papers. For details 
the interested reader is referred to Bingham and Teugels [3], Matuszewska 
[9], Balkema et al. [2], and Geluk, de Haan, and Stadtmiiller [S]. In this 
paper we consider the asymptotic behaviour of f * for asymptotically 
balanced functions which satisfy suitable growth conditions. 
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From Definition 1 above it follows that if fE A&a), then the function a 
satisfies 
iii a(tx)/a(t) < co for all x > 0. (7) t-O2 
It can be shown (see, e.g., [ 11) that if a: R + + R is measurable and even- 
tually positive, then (7) is equivalent to 
-co <j(u) Q i(u) < 00, (8) 
where i(u) and i(u) are defined by 
j(u) = lim 
log lim,, co 4tx)/a(t) 
x-m log x (9) 
and 
i(u) = lim 
log L,+ 00 4txMt) 
x-+m logx . 
DEFINITION 3. If a: R+ + IFB is measurable and eventually positive and 
satisfies (7) (or (8)), then a is said to be O-regularly varying. 
Notation: a E RO. 
In order to formulate our results we need one more definition. 
DEFINITION 4. The functions f, fO: R + + [w are O-inversely asymptotic if 
there exist constants x > 1 and to = t,(x) such that 
f(t) Gfo(fX) and h(t) <f(tx) for tat,. (10) 
Notation: f-Of0 orJ(t)-‘So(t) (t + co). 
Moreover, we write f(s) w” fo(s) ( s+O+) iff(l/t)-“f(l/t) (t+oo). 
Note that if f and f. are increasing and unbounded, then f-Of0 if and 
only if the inverse functions satisfy f’ = O(Sz) and f 0' = O(f +). It is easy 
to see that if f E RO with j(f) > 0, then f No g if and only if f(t) =: g(t) 
(t+ co) (cf. [4, Lemma 3.171). Also, if f(r)-Ofo(t) (t+ co), f EAB(u), 
and f. is measurable, then f. EAB(u). Moreover, the relation w” is an 
equivalence relation on the class AB, which divides it into equivalence 
classes. 
Our first result is an asymptotic version of the equality (6). We omit the 
proof since it is analogous to the proof of Theorem 5 in [2]. 
THEOREM 5. Let s: [w + + [w+ be decreasing, continuous, lim, _ o. s(t) = 0, 
and let s+ denote the inverse function. 
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Assume that 1; s(x) dx < co. Zf 
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and f E D then 
f*(u) 2 [uWs’(y)dy (u-+0+). (12) 
Our next result shows that the property of asymptotically balancedness 
is preserved under the *-transform if we restrict ourselves to a suitable 
subclass of the M-functions. A converse statement is given in Theorem 7. 
THEOREM 6. Zf f E D n AB(a) with i(a) < 1 satisfies (11) with s as 
in Theorem 5, then f * E AB’. More spec$calfy f*(l/t)e AB(a,) with 
i(ao)> -1. 
Iff is as above andf,-Ofthenf,*(u)-‘f*(u) (u--,0+). 
THEOREM 7. Zf f *( l/t) E AB(a,) with i(ao) > - 1 and f is non-decreasing 
and unbounded, then (12) implies (11). 
The following examples illustrate the type of result which can be 
obtained by using the above theory. 
1. Suppose 
f(r) = (log t)” f O(log t)“- ’ (f-* oo), a>, 1. (13) 
By Lemma 5 we have f(t)-‘(log t)* (t + co), hence f(t) w” 1; s(x) d.x, 
where s(x) = a(log x)~-‘/x, x > ea- ‘, s(x) is decreasing for x > 0, and 
SC-’ s(x) dx < co. Hence f*(u) No j:‘“” s+(x) dx = (log l/u)” + a(a - 1) 
(log log l/u)(log l/u)“-’ + @log l/u)‘-’ (U + 0+ ), which is equivalent to 






Conversely, (13) can be obtained from (14) under the assumption that f is 
non-decreasing (since the assumptions of Theorem 7 are satisfied). 
2. Iff(t)x t”(log t)B (t -+co), aE(0, l), /?ER, thenf*(u)=:u-““‘-“’ 
( -log u)Bl(l -a) (U + 0 + ) and a converse statement holds under the 
assumption that f is non-decreasing. 
409 139 I-16 
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Our next result (Theorem 8) entails the asymptotic behaviour of x 
defined by 
f(s) := log s lom exp(f(t) - st) dt], s>o (15) 
in case the function f is asymptotically balanced. It turns out that the 
asymptotic behaviour of this transform is similar to the behaviour of the 
complementary function. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose f: R + -+ R! is locally integrable and?(s) is finite for 
s > 0, where 3 is defined by (15). 
Let s:R++R+ be decreasing, continuous, l; s(x) dx < CO, ts(t) + CO 
(t + 00) and suppose there exists c > 1 such that 
iii-ii s(ct)/s(t) < 1. (16) r-co 
Then 
f(t) 2 j.; s(x) dx (t-m) (17) 
implies 
3(u): j?(x)dx (u-+0+), 
u 
(18) 
where s* is the inverse function of s. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose3( l/t) E AB(a,,) with j(ao) > -1. Zf (18) is satisfied 
with s: l% + + R’ + decreasing, continuous, j; s(x) dx < co, ts(t) + co (t -+ co) 
and tf there exists M> 0 (not depending on a) such that 
fi so<!? 
r-a, s(t) a 
foralla> 1, (19) 
then (17) follows in case f is assumed to be non-decreasing. 
Theorem 8 above gives the asymptotic behaviour of the transform fin 
case the function f satisfies certain conditions; Theorem 9 is a correspond- 
ing converse statement. In both cases the characterization of the asymptotic 
behaviour is in terms of the relation NO. If one imposes additional condi- 
tions it is possible to transform these theorems to an O-result. This is 
accomplished in our last theorem. 
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THEOREM 10. Suppose f: R + --) R is locally integrable and y(s) is finite 
for s > 0, where f is defined by (15). Suppose s: R+ --+ 02 + satisfies the 
following conditions: 
s is decreasing, continuous 




h s(tx)/s(t)>O for x> 1. 
1-m 
(22) 
There exist x0, M > 0 (not depending on x) such that 
Ei s( tx)/s( t) < M/x for all x >, x0 
t-oc 
lim lim I 
x s( tu) 
-du= rx). 










where s+ is an inverse function to s. 
Conversely if f satisfies (26) where s satisfies the assumptions (20) to 
(24), (23) for all x > 1 and f is non-decreasing, then (25) holds. 
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS AND PROOFS OF THEOREMS 6 AND 7 
In the Introduction we observed that w” is an equivalence relation on 
the class AB. Our next result gives a description of the equivalence classes 
in terms of the function a. 
LEMMA 11. Suppose f, : Iw + -+ R is measurable. 
ZffoEAB(a) andf,(t)-O fo(t) (t+ oo), thenf, EAB and 
fl(t) -fo(t) = O(a(t)) (t -+ co). (27) 
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Conversely, if (27) holds with f. E AB(a) and if 
lim lim fo(tx) --So(t) = co - .x-cc *-CO a(t) (28) 
and 
then f,(t) -‘fo(t) (t -+ co), hencef, E AB(a). 
Proof The first statement is proved in [4, Lemma 3.191. Conversely 
suppose f,(t) = fo(t) +c(t) a(t) with Ic(t)( <c for ta to, where c is a 
constant. 
Fort>t,andx>l wehave 
f1(tx) -fo(t) .Jw -h(t) 4tx) 
a(t) ’ a(t) -Calt)’ 
Since a satisfies (7) this implies 
lirn fi(tx)-fO(t) > lirn f”(tx)-fo(t) -c ,~~ ~> --co. 
- 
t-cc a(t) ‘r-oo a(t) 
Hence by (28) and (29) there exists x1 > 1 such that 
lim f*(tx) -fo(t)> () - ,-CC a(t) 
for all x B x,, which implies f,(tx) > So(t) for x 2 xi and t 2 t(x). 
The proof of the inequality fo(tx,) 2 fi(t) is similar. Hence (10) is 
satisfied if we take x = max(x,, x2). 
Remarks. From (29) it follows that i(a) < 0. 
Note that (28) does not imply lim,,, fo(t) = cc (take, e.g., fo(t) = 
c - (log t)” with a < 0). 
The next examples show that additional conditions like (28) and (29) are 
necessary for the converse part of the lemma. 
Iffo(t) = a(t) x t (t + co) and fi(t) = o(t) (t + co), then all conditions of 
the converse part except (29) are satisfied and the conclusion is not correct. 
A similar statement holds with (29) replaced by (28) if we take fo(t) = 
c-t-‘, a(t) = t-‘, andf,(t) = O(t-‘) (t -+ co). 
In order to prove Theorem 6 we need the following result. 
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LEMMA 12. Suppose f~ M(a) and 
f(t) =f(to) +jr; 4x1 dx> t>to, 
where s: R! + + R! + is non-increasing. Then 
ts(t) =: a(t) (t + co). 
Proof For c > 1 and t > to we have 
cc - 1) s(ct)ls(t) 
(f(ct)-f.(t))!a(t)‘~= I 
c s( tx) - dx Act) -f(t) 








If s(t)-+c,>O (t-+ cc) then (31) follows from (32) (sincefEAB(a)). Next 
suppose s(t) + 0 (t + co). Since f~ M(a) the right-hand inequality in (32) 
implies that there exist c1 > 0, c > 1 such that 
a(t) 
Ei ts(t) 
-<c,(c- l)< co. 
The proof is completed by contradiction. If (31) is not true then there exists 
a sequence t, + 00 (n + a) such that 
4tJ -ro 
t,s(t,) 
(n + ~0). (34) 
Since f~ M(a), the left-hand inequality in (32) implies s(ct,)/s(t,) -+ 0 
(n + co) for all c > 1. The last relation implies that for every a > 0 there 
exists t(a) such that s(t) < ter for all t > t(a). Hence for all n smliciently 
large we have a(t,)/t,s(t,) 2 tz- ‘a(t,). This contradicts (34) if we choose 
a > 1 +!:(a) (see [4, Theorem 3.21). 
Proof of Theorem 6. Since feAB(a) we have fb s(x) dxE MI(a). 
Application of Lemma 12 gives a(t) =: ts(t) (t + CO), hence - co < i(s) d 
i(s) < 0. Hence the function b defined by b(t) := s*( l/t) satisfies 0 < i(b) d 
i(b) < co (see [4, Corollary 3.7.g]). 
Application of [4, Theorem 3.21 and Fatou’s lemma gives 
x 
Eii j;“tx 
s+(y) 4 -SC, s+(y) 4 ~ 
t-‘s-(1/t) I 
Ti s+(W) du 
,-CC , *+ms’(llr)uZ 
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where c > 1 and a E [w. Also a similar lower inequality holds, which shows 
that the right-hand side in (12) is a function in AB’, hence f* GAB’. 
Moreover the auxiliary function a, satisfies so(t) =: t- ‘.r+( l/t) (t -+ co), 
hence i(ao)> -1. 
Our next two results provide sufficient conditions in order to ensure that 
an asymptotically balanced function satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5. 
LEMMA 13. Suppose fi: [w + + Iw is measurable. The following are 
equivalent. 
(i) fi E RO with 0 < i(fi) < i(f,) < 1. 
(ii) There exists a decreasing, continuous function s: Iw+ -+ [w+ such 
that - 1 < j(s) 6 i(s) < 0 and 
f,(t) z c’s(x) dx (t + al). 
JO 
(35) 
Proof Suppose (i) holds true. By [4, Theorem 3.21 we have f,(t) x 
~:,fr(s)/s ds and fi(t)/t =: fy fi(s)/s2 ds. Hence fi(t) x j:,, s(x) dx (t + a~) 
with s(x) = f: fi(s)/s2 d s, which implies (ii) since fi satisfies (i) (see the 
remarks following Definition 4). Conversely, if (ii) is satisfied, then ts(t) x 
j; s(x) dx =: u(t) ( t + co) (by [4, Theorem 3.2]), hence 0 <i(a) < i(a) < 1, 
which implies (i). 
Remark. Note that if fi satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 13, then 
f, eAB(a) with u(t) =: fi(t) (t + co) (use [4, Theorem 3.21). 
LEMMA 14. Zf f: [w + + Iw is measurable, lim, _ * f(t) = 00, and tf there 
exists a function 1: II2 + + 64 + such that 




andfi(t) = f(t) + 0(1(t)) (t -+ co), then there exists a decreasing, continuous 
function s: Iw + + [w + satisfying (35). 
Proof By the lemma in de Haan [6] and [2, Theorem 31 there exists 
a decreasing, continuous function s such that f(t) = 16 s(x) dx + 0(1(t)) 
(t -+ co) and s(at)/s(t)+a-’ (t + co) for a>O. Then the assumptions of 
the converse part of Lemma 11 are satisfied with fo(t) = fb s(x) dx and 
u(t) = l(t) N ts(t). Note that (36) holds with f replaced by fo, which implies 
(28). Moreover (29) follows from l(at) -l(t), t -+ co for a > 0. 
Remark that there is an analogue of Theorem 5 (which can be proved 
similarly) for the transform f, (see also [2, Theorem 53). Combination of 
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this analogue with Theorem 5 gives a Tauberian result: if f is concave and 
non-decreasing, then ( 12) implies ( 11). 
We show by an example that monotonicity of f is not a sufficient 
Tauberian condition. 
EXAMPLE. Let s(x)= 1 on (0, 1) and s(x) = {2(“+“* -2”‘) -’ on 
[2”2, 2(n+ I? ) for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . and f,(t) := jb s(x) dx. 
Letf,(t)=t on (0, 1) andf,(t)=n on [2(“P’)2, 2”‘), n> 1. Thenf, is the 
concave upper hull of fO, hence f; =f$, but not f, -‘fo. Observe that ,fo 
and f, are not asymptotically balanced. 
In Theorem 7 the concavity off is replaced by assumption of asymptotic 
balancedness. For the proof we need the following lemma. 
is 
LEMMA 15. Supposef(t)=c+j~s(x)dx<co, t>O, where s:R+-+R+ 
non-increasing, s( co) = 0, and c is a constant. 
Then there exists a > 1 with 
Ii;;; s(at)/s(t) < 1 
r--r30 
(37) 
if and only if there exists E E (0, 1) such that 
Ti;;i f(f(l +E))-2f(t)+f(t(l-E))<0. (38) 
,+a ts(t) 
Proof. Suppose (37) holds true. Take E E (1 - a ~ ‘, 1). Since 
f((l+&)t)--2f(t)+f((l-E)t) ‘+ss(tX)dx- = 




1 -6 s(t) 
we have 




C’ lim 4tx) -dx-(1 -a-‘) 
1 -E *T-G2 s(t) 
<E- dx-(1 -a-‘)=O. 
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If Eii ,- ,(s(at)/s(t)) = 1 for all a> 1, then for EE (0, 1) arbitrary, 
a& & s(f(l +&))-1 E 
[ i 
S(f) t-m s(t) r-co s(t(l-E)) 1 = 0, 
contradicting (38). 
Proof of Theorem 7. From (12) it follows that f *(l/t) w” 
Jb s+( 1/x)/x2 dx, which implies 0 < j(s’(l/x)) < i(s+( l/x)) < cc by 
Lemma 3 in [S]. Hence - cc < i(s) < i(s) < 0 by [4, Corollary 3.7.g], 
which implies (37). (See [4, Theorem 3.51.) As a consequence j&s(x) dx E 
M(a) with a(t) x ts(t) (t -, co). Now the function f. defined by fo(t) := 
(f*),(t), the concave upper hull of f, satisfies the relation fo(t) w” 
Sk s(x) dx by the analogue of Theorem 5 for the transform (5). Hence 
foE M(u). Writing fo(t) = c + lh so(x) dx, we obtain s,(t) x s(t) (t --t co) by 
Lemma 12. As a consequence the function so satisfies (37) and f. is not only 
concave (being the concave upper hull off ), but also strictly concave in the 
sense of (38). Hence, there exists E E (0, 1) such that for t sufficiently large 
any interval (t - et, t + Et) will contain a point x with f(x) = fo(x). Hence 
fo( t - Et) < fo(x) = f(x) < f (t + Et) by monotonicity of f: The inequality 
f(t) < fo(t) follows from Definition 2. Hence f. w” f, which implies that f 
satisfies (11). 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 8, 9, AND 10 
In order to prove Theorem 8 we need a lemma. The proof can easily be 
adapted from [2, Theorem 91. 
LEMMA 16. Suppose s: R+ + lR+ is decreasing, s( 00) = 0, jh s(x) dx < 
00, ts(t) + co (t + co), and let exp(f (t)) be locally integrable. Define the 
function f. by fo( t) := j& s(x) dx, t > 0. Then 
f(t) 2. fat) (t+m) (39) 
implies 
7(u) z xl(u) (u -+ o+ 1. (40) 
Proof of Theorem 8. In view of Lemma 16 we may assume that f (t) = 
fb s(x) dx, where s satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 8. 
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Hence the function A defined by 
A(u):=us(t)-f(t+u)+f(t) (41) 
is convex, positive for u > -t, u # 0, and A(0) = 0. By assumption there 
exists o! < 1 such that s(ct) d as(t) for t 2 to. Hence for y > (c - 1) t and 
t > t, we have A’(y)=s(t)-s(t+y)>s(t)-s(ct)>(l -a)s(t), which 
implies 
A(u+ct)=jd’+“A’(x)dx>~<~+C’A’(x)dx>(l-~)us(t) (42) 
for all u > 0, t > to. 
As a consequence we have for t > to that 
T(s(t)) =f*(s(t)) +log s(t) i_: e-“@) du} 
<f*(s(t))+logs(t) jy, 1 du+s: e-‘(“+“‘)du} 
i 
Gf*(s(t)lc) - {f*wYc) -f*(s(t))) 
+log{(c+ 1) ts(t)+(l -a)-‘}. 
Since f*(s(t)/c)-f*(s(t))=J$&.s’(x) dx2 (1 -c-l) [s(t) we have 
~(~(t))~f*(~(t)/c)-(l-c-‘)t~(t)+log{(c+1)ts(t)+(1-cr)-1}. Now 
let t + 00. Then s(t)+0 and ts(t) --) co by assumption. From the last 
inequality we have f(s) <f*(s/c) f or all sufficiently small s. Combination 
with the inequality y(s)>f*(s) (s>O) (see [2, Lemma 61) finishes the 
proof. 
COROLLARY 17. Zf ~-GAB(~) with i(a)< 1, lim,,, u(t)= 00 satisfies 
(17) with s: R+ h R+ decreasing and continuous, f is locally integrable on 
IR +, andf(s) defined by (15) is finite for s > 0, then f E AB’. 
Moreover y( l/t) E AB(ao) with !(a,) > - 1. 
Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 6. 
In order to prove Theorem 9 we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 18. Let f(t) = j& s(x) dx (t > 0) with s continuous, decreasing, 
ts( t) --, 00 (t -P CC ), and suppose there exists M > 0 (not depending on a) such 
that (19) holds. 
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Then for all c > 1 there exist constants j?, E (0, 1 ), fi2, t, > 0 (depending 
on c) such that for t 2 t, 
log 
i 
s(t) 1,. ef(u)-US(‘) du <r(cs(t)), 
I 
where I’ is the complement of I= (t - /I1 t, t + /12t). 
ProoJ: Suppose c > 1 is arbitrary. 
From [2, Theorem IO] it follows that 
(43) 
jm s-(x) dx <T(u) G 1” s+(x) dx for u<u,. 
(‘Id u/r 
Hence for u Q u. 
s+(x) dx < s+(x) dx+ (c2 - c-‘) us-(u/c), 
where s* is the inverse function of s. From (19) it follows that for u 
sufficiently small we have s+(u/c) < 2Mcs+(u). As a consequence we have 
j724) G&u) + 2Mc(c2- c-1) zLs~(u) (44) 
for all u sufficiently small. 
As in the proof of Lemma 8 in [2] we find 
I 
m 
ef(“‘-US(‘) du < e-YlfiZ~s(~) 
I 
m ef(u) - US(t) & (45) 
r+B21 f 
for t sufficiently large and fiz > 0 (yr is a constant, not depending on p2). 
Also, with d as defined in (41), d( -fit) 3 y2/?ts(t) for /3 E (0, 1) and t suf- 
ficiently large, where y2 > 0 is a constant, not depending on fi (see Lemma 8 
in [2]). 
Hence since d is convex and d(0) = 0, 
= ef(') - wr) 
I 
-r/2 
e --d(u) du 
-I 






6 efw - WI) - YzMr)P 
I 
0 




=e -Y2rs(~)/2 e --us(f) +f(u) du for all t sufficiently large. 
z/2 
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Hence for n E N we have for t > t(n) that 
ef(u)b us(r) du 
d exp ef(u) -us(t) & 
Repeated application of this inequality gives 
c 1!2” ef(u) ~ US(r) du 0 
We have by assumption 
ts(t$- 
2M 
for t > t,, k = 1, . . . . n, 
hence 
s(t) j’j2. e.““‘-“““’ du < $t) ,-(W/4M)rdt) (46) 
0 
Now we take fll = l-2-“. 
Combination of (45) and (46) then gives 
&(t))-yts(t), (47) 
where y :=min(fizyl, ny,/4M). 
Then combination of (47) with (44) shows that the inequality (43) is 
satisfied if we choose n E N and fiz > 0 so that y > 2Mc(c2 - c- ‘). 
Proof of Theorem 9. Define the function h by h(t) := (f),(t). From 
f>f* (see [2, Lemma 63) it follows that 
h(t) a (f*),(t) af(t). (48 1 
The latter inequality follows since (f*), is the concave upper hull off. 
From f(u) w” f: s+(x) dx (u + 0+ ) it follows by the analogue of 
Theorem 5 for the transform f, that 
h(t) 2 1; s(x) dx, t+co. (49) 
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Write h(t) = c0 + J& si(x) dx, where s1 is non-increasing. As in the proof of 
Theorem 8 we find s*(x) x s(x) (x -+ a~). Hence s1 satisfies (19). Let c> 1 
be arbitrary. By Lemma 18 with f= h, there exist j?, E (0, l), & >O such 
that (43) holds with f replaced by h. 
It remains to prove that f( t) w” h(t) (t + cc ). The proof is by contradic- 
tion. If f( t) NO h(t) is not true, then since f and h satisfy (48) for any c’ > 1 
there exists a sequence z,, + 00 (n + co) such that h(r,/c’) >, j(r,c’). 
Take c’ := max(( 1 + &)/( 1 - pi), c). This implies (since f and h are non- 
decreasing) that h( t/c’) > f( t) for r,, -C t -C c’t,. 
Hence h(t/c’)3f(t) for t~z, :=(tn-/Iif,,, t,+&t,) with t, := 
r,/(l -B1)* 
Together with (48) this gives for s > 0 that 
y(s) = log s Jam eY(U)-Us du) 
eWc’) - us & + s eh(u) - “3 du . (50) 
Since (43) holds with f replaced by h, h” is non-increasing, and c’ > c we 
have with s, := s(t,) that 
f(s,) < log(e’;“‘“J + eh@n)) d ?&zs,) + 1 (51) 
for all n sufficiently large. 
Since xs+ (x) --t co (x + 0 + ) by assumption, we have 
ii@, Js) - Z(s,c) + a3 (n + co). 
Hence (51) implies f(s,) i g(s, &) f or sufficiently large n. Since c > 1 is 
arbitrary, this implies that T(u)-‘&(u) (U +O+) is not true. 
Application of Theorem 8 (note that (16) is satisfied since i(s) < 0) shows 
that (49) implies 
K(u) : jum s-(x) dx, u+o+. (52) 
Now from (18) and (52) it follows thatJ(u)-O&(u) (u-+0+), which gives 
a contradiction. 
Remark. In Example 1 following Theorem 7 we may replace f* by fin 
case o! > 1, supposed j’ is locally integrable. The converse statement in 
Example 2 cannot be concluded from Theorem 9 since (19) is not satisfied. 
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Proof of Theorem 10. From (22) (23), (24), and (25) it follows that 
f E M(a) with a(t) x ts(t) (t -+ co). Application of Lemma 11 shows that 
(17) is satisfied. Hence we can apply Theorem 8 to find (18). (Note that 
(16) follows from (23).) 
Note that Lemma 11 has an analogue for AB” functions (with t, x -+ a 
replaced by t, x + 0+ ). 
The proof of the implication (18) + (26) is immediate from the analogue 
of the first part of Lemma 11. Conversely, suppose (26) holds. Using the 
analogue of Lemma 11 again, in order to prove the implication 
(26) + (18) we have to show that 
iii% iii5 xs-(tx)/s+(t)< 00 (53) 
.x-o+ 1-o+ 
and 
lim lim J: s+(u) du - jI” s+(u) dz4 = lim lim 
s 
l s-(tu) 
tf(t) x-o+ rx+ 
-du= 03. (54) 
x-to+ r-o+ r s’(t) 
First we observe that sy s+(u) &GAB’ is immediate from (22) and (23). 
Suppose x > x0. In view of (23) there exist constants ci (not depending on 
x) and to = to(x) such that 
xs(tx)/s(t) <Cl for all t > t,(x), 
or, equivalently, 
sC(c, t/x)/s+(t) <x for t < t,(x). 
Hence we have for x 2 x0 that 
c t &ic’f -!- 
( )’ 
s’(t) ,< Cl, 
t+o+ x X 
(55) 
which gives (53). 
In order to prove (54) note that 
s ’ s-(tu) -du=l- (56) .li s+(t) 
where r = s’(t). 
Since (22) implies that d(x) :=b,,,+ s+(tx)/s-(t) satisfies d(x) + a3 
(x+0+) we have 
- dv> lim s @(x’-‘s(Tu) S(T) ‘7% 1 - dv. S(T) (57) 
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Combination of (24), (53), (56), and (57) shows that (54) is satisfied. The 
proof is finished by application of Theorem 9 (note that j(s) < 0 implies 
i(x-ls+(x-l))> -1). 
Remark. From Theorem 10 it follows that an analogue of Theorem 12 
in [2] holds with o(cs(t)) replaced by 0(&(t)). 
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